Your next speaker is . . .

Paula Pace
Paula is an award winning speaker, trainer and consultant who
has worked with audiences extensively across the US and
Canada. She uses stories, examples and humor to engage and
invite her audience into the learning experience. People find
themselves in her stories, whether engaged in an office conflict
or caught in the middle of an awkward moment at a social
event. Attendees experience a fun and introspective look at how
they can improve their work and their world through good
communication.

Popular keynotes include . .
.
Leadership

“Loved Paula’s energy and sense of humor!”

Title: 25-Piece Puzzle
Too often we hesitate to embrace opportunity. We see it as too much
work or as having too many pieces that need to be assembled in order to
achieve success. However if we have the right combination of skills, we
can embrace opportunity and turn a thousand piece headache into a
simple,25-piecepuzzle.

– Business Etiquette evaluation

"Paula has the rare ability to
draw the audience in, keep them
engaged and involve them
throughout the presentation.”

Business Protocol

- Tim Kubiak,
Westcon Group

Title: Polished! Professionalism in a Dot.Com World
Your business acumen may be solid, but what about your social savvy?
Whether you call it Business Protocol or Etiquette, leaders need to
interact successfully in both business and social situations. Why not have
some fun learning the intricacies of Social Leadership? Bring Paula in to
speak at luncheons, social events or the traditional breakout session.

Paula joins Stephen Covey in
GPS for Success, proven
strategies for the workplace.

Contact Paula:
402.466.2559 or 402.430.0710
www.paulapace.com (Speaking tab)
paula@paulapace.com

Presentation
Title: Speak Up, Speak Well
Whether you’re delivering a weekly report or keynote speech at the
annual meeting, good presentation skills are key to your success. With
them you can change attitudes, build commitment or just deliver the
goods week after week. People want the connection of words, they want
to be motivated and they want you to do it!

“More, more, more of Paula; the best part of the day!”
– Business Etiquette evaluation

